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Benoit Two OPAP92 project m bv JT Ward

Measuring overburden till thickness by gravimetric survey as an aid to 
overburden drill prospecting for gold on John Jasperson's Benoit Twp 
Hydrothermal Lode Gold Prospect.

Property Location and Access
Location: Benoit Twp., plan M326, coordinates 80 degrees 18 minutes 
west, 48 degrees 20 minutes north, NTS Index: 42/A8, Larder Lake 
Mining Division, Ontario.

Access: The property lies central to the east half of Benoit Twp., being 
halfway between the communities of Kirkland Lake and Matheson, Ont. 
The property can be approached by automobile within one half mile on 
three sides: east, south and west. Access is gained by driving 3 miles 
east and 1 mile north by gravel road from Bourkes Comers on 
Highway 11.

The property now consists of 18 unpatented mining claims, L884080 to 
L884083, L992204 - 5, L992254 - 5, L1059464, L1041489 - 91, 
L1186755 - 59, and L1190070 owned by John K. Jasperson, 18 Byron 
St, RR# 2, Stouffville, Ont, L4A 7X3. John Ward retains a 1.5 *fo 
NSR interest in the above claims. Five claims were added to the 
northwest and one to the southeast. (^ nvtrrf- sy)

The property is underlain by calc-alkalic andesite flows of the Blake 
River series circa 2700 MYBP. The axis of Benoit Syncline, a possible 
axis of mid-continent subduction extending from Timmins to Val D'or, 
transects the property east- westerly. The Black River Fault, being 
part of the Timiskiming Rift System transects the property from 
southeast to northwest. The intersection of the axis of the Benoit 
syncline and the Black River fault has produced extensive faulting, 
shearing and brecciation throughout the Jasperson prospect property. 
When coupled with considerable evidence of hydrothermal alteration 
throughout the property area, the above structures provide numerous 
potential hosts for lode gold deposition.
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History of Development of John Jasperson's Hydrothermal Lode Gold 
Prospect. Benoit Township. Ontario. Larder Lake Mining Division. Adit 
and incline shaft was sunk by Thompson-Mdeod Circa 1921 on John 
Jasperson's present claim #1884080, being southeast quarter north 
half lot 5 concession 3 Benoit Twp., following a 6 cm wide quartz vein 
which reportedly widened to 2 metres width 30 metres sub surface. 
Two wagon loads of ore were reportedly shipped to Kirkland Lake . 
Free gold was reported to have been found In several places 
along the vein.

Earl Gold Mines 1943-4 drilled 3 diamond drill holes averaging 
approximately 170 meters within a 6 claim group centered about the 
Thompson-Mcleod shaft. These holes were collared in 1 to 2 meters of 
overburden and tested andesite flows for quartz veins containing gold. 
The core was logged and sampled by J.W. McBean but no record was 
kept of the assays or the location of the drill holes. McBean noted 
massive pillowed and brecciated andesftes with minor chalcopyrite, 
specularite and pyrite particularly within breccia fractures and pillow

In 1967 Noranda Explorations Limited, in agreement with INCO, 
completed a ground follow-up VCEM and Magnetometer Survey of an 
INCO Airborne EM Anomaly (Loon16-88 located 400 metes north of 
the Thompson-McLeod shaft and striking northwesterly for 600 
meters). After locating the anomaly with the ground follow-up survey, 2 
drill holes were attempted. The first was intended to test the main 
conductor but was lost in deep overburden. The second tested a minor 
east-westerly trending conductor intersecting a 12 cm wide chtoritic-
graphitic banded zone. The drill hole was budgeted for 400 feet 
total depth and therefore stopped 30 metres short of the down 
dip projection of the main conductor. Pillowed dacite with 
numerous irregular carbonate threads and stringers was the 
predominate rock formation encountered.

John Ward verified with AFMAG EM in 1979 that the main 
conductor had a depth extent continuation in excess of several 
hundred metres. He then staked more than 30 claims covering the 
conductor and surrounding ground.
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In 1979 KLIP flew an airborne input survey over Benoit Twp. No 
conductor was indicated over the Noranda-INCO conductor Loon 16- 
88. However using a 0.2 division threshold, coinciding II and III 
channel long decay anomalies were later identified by Ward through 
inspection of KLIP Input survey flight records.

The KLIP overburden programme in hole 1980-9, approximately 1200 
meters down-ice from the Thompson-Mdeod shaft, returned a 99 
percentile HMF assay of 150,000 PPB Au representing a 5 foot section 
approximately 52 feet sub-surface. 5 gold grains were observed on 
the shaker table which puts this Reverse Circulation hole in the 98 
percentile category for gold grain count for the KLIP programme. 
This assay and gold grain count are of the same magnitude obtained in 
the KLIP programme 1 kilometre down-ice from the McBean open pit 
gold mine, Dobie, Ont. (NB Assays of the till taken by INCO within 
300 metres down-ice of the of the McBean open pit mine all assayed 
below the 90 percentile for BRIM and KLIP gold in till. Reference OGS 
special vol. #3, (1989) pages 61O-11.)

John Ward optioned these claims to Minefinders Limited in 1982 
following a visit to the property by Michael David, Chief Geologist, 
Malartic High Grade Gold Mines accompanied by Dr. McCool 
Phd, Geological Consultant to Malartic High Grade. They found 
that the Geology and rock types in the area of the Thompson- 
McLeod shaft consisting of a progression from ultramafic 400 
metres south of the shaft through intermediate volcanic to 
rhyolitic 200 metres northeast of the shaft to be identical to the 
geology and petrography of the Malartic High Grade Gold Mine . 
Earlier mappings of the geology in this area do not agree with the above 
interpretation.

During 1982 to 1984 Minfinders cut a metric grid at 100 metre, intervals 
over 40 claims covering the area of immediate interest This was 
followed by geological mapping and magnetic surveying. Minefinders 
failed to keep the ground in good standing forcing John Ward to 
restake.

In 1985 John Ward interested John Jasperson, a prospector in the 
ground and an agreement was reached whereby Jasperson would



develop the claims holding 100 *fc interest and Ward holding t.5% 
NSR.

In the summer of 1986, prospectors Ward and Jasperson completed a 
Geonics EM16R survey of the main conductor area Loon 16-88 which 
indicated the presence of a weakly anomalous conductivity zone 
striking northwesterly with an interpreted width of 50 met B. Two 
AFMAG traverses verified a steep southwesterly dip. Self Potential by 
prospector Jasperson and VCEM detail by John Ward were completed 
in an area of shallower overburden lying to the west of the main 
conductor.

In 1967-8 backhoe trenching of the till next to the stoss side of the 
bedrock 500 metres down-ice of the main Noranda-INCO conductor 
returned 90 percentile gold grain count in comparison to the 5 years of 
OGS-BRIM backhoe overburden sampling. From inspection of 
BRIM data , Ward noted that 907* of 90-percentile backhoe gold- 
grain-counts in Matheson-todgement-till lay closely down-ice 
from former producers or advanced gold prospects.

In 1989, consultant Bruce Jago, Phd., through interpretation of 
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) photographic detail of the 
backhoe gold grains observed that the Unfitted abralston indicated 
their source lay within 500 metres up-ice. Also, thin section and 
rock geochemistry studied by Bruce Jago, of large angular clasts in 
lodgement till lying within 400 metres to the west off the 
Thompson-Mcleod Shaft, he found contained 10Ve to AS/% 
carbonates and also that calcite predominately filled breccia fractures 
where present Bruce Jago interpreted that this carbonatization 
indicated previous local hydrothermal activity. Only 2 of the 8 
large angular clasts, being a fine grain diabase and a metasomatatized 
granodiorite, had no identifiable carbonate content. It is suggested by 
John Ward, P.Eng that the local hydrothermal activity associated 
with the carbonatization of the other 6 large clasts would be pre- 
Matachewan (pre 2450 MYBP) and (post 2700 MYBP) since the 
host rocks are silicified and carbonatized calc-alkalic Blake River 
series andesites.
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Overburden drilling partially funded by OPAP culminated in 4 Reverse 
Circulation drill holes in 1990 by Heath 8. Sherwood Drilling of Kirkland 
Lake under the management of Overburden Drilling Management of 
Nepean and under the supervision of John Jasperson. Holes #1 and 
#4 were processed for gold grain count and gold assay by Overburden 
Drilling Management The assays for gold in the HMF (Heavy 
Mineral Fraction) and gold grain counts for both holes were In the 
90 percentile range with respect to 5 years of OGS-BRIM 
overburden drilling results. Both of these holes were approximately 
300 metres down-ice from the main Noranda-INCO anomaly (Loon 16- 
88).

Overburden drilling samples from hole#3 which lies 20 metres down- 
ice from Loon 16-88, processed In 1991, over a 9 metre section 
(18 metres above bedrock), returned gold grains of pristine 
category, only. A calculated estimate by Overburden Drilling 
Management for the contribution of 10 pristine gold grains to the HMF 
assay for gold in one of the 3 metre samples was 13,035 PPB. Assays 
for total gold content of the HMF were omitted in 1991 due to limited 
funds. However, comparison with 1990 HMF assays for gold in hole #1 
suggest the 13,035 PPB Au represents only 6Q*fo of the gold present in 
the HMF.

Overburden Drilling Management consultant Stuart Averill in his 
October 19, 1990 report concludes that all gold grains encountered on 
the Jasperson claims travelled from 2 to 20 kilometres from their 
bedrock source. Mr. Averill also concluded that all the results obtained 
[with 90 percentile gold grain counts and 90 percentile gold assays] 
were not significantly above background. Both Ward and Jasperson 
have insisted that the consistency of 90 percentile gold grain assays 
and gold grain counts, taken as a total picture, is not mere chance and 
that further development of the property should be pursued.

Not mentioned in Mr. Averills report of October 19,1990 was the 
significance of the bedrock PPB gold count for holes #3 and #4 
where at 15 PPB they are SO0/, higher than the Gold halo within 
200 met i of the LaMaque Mine, Quebec, lode gold deposits, 
where 10 PPB was determined anomalous. ( Paper 83-5 Institute de



Research en Exploration Minerals, Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, by 
G. Perrault, P. Trudel and Paul Bedard.)

More work has to be done to determine the extensiveness of the 
background gold aura and whether or not there is evidence of multiple 
stages of gold mineralization with consequent secondary hydrothermal 
enrichment of primary deposits similar to the LaMaque Mine, Quebec.

In 1991 Blegg Carbon Extraction for gold from 1 and 2 kilogram till 
samples was carried out by Accurassay Labs of Kirkland Lake. The 
limited Blegg Carbon Extraction results to date (Dec. 1991) were 
interpreted by J. Ward to indicate that 85(fc of the gold, in lodgement 
till 400 metaes down-ice of Loon 16-88, lies in the +80 to -10 mesh 
fraction. Predominance of gold being limited to the +80 course 
fraction was Interpreted by J. Ward as Indicating that the gold 
source is nearby up-ice. J . Ward further interpreted that fire assays 
combined with Blegg Carbon Extraction assays indicated a 20 PPB 
whole till gold average for 20 lodgement till samples located 200 
metres to 300 metres west of the Thompson-Mcleod shaft, ie , 400 
mefas down-ice from Loon 16-88. This average gold assay for 
whole till meets the significant level of whole till assay published 
by Chris Gleeson Phd (ODM Final Report - Grant* 065 - For 
Development and Adaption of Geochemical Techniques to Gold 
Exploration in Glacial Drift).

Line cutting
A new grid system was cut and chained with the baseline striking north 
50 degrees west coinciding with the axis of the main resistivity low 
anomaly and Noranda's VERTICAL COIL EM conductor axis. 6.5 
kilometers of new lines were cut and chained and 1.5 kilometres of line 
were recut and rechained. Included in the above line cutting are 2 
kilometres of line cutting by Gerry Longhurst under contract to J. 
Jasperson at 3350 per kilometre Line cutting commenced April 7, 
1992 and was completed Oct 8,1992.

Gravity Survey
8 kilometres of gravity surveying with stations at 50 meter intervals 
including precision optical leveling were completed by the writer



between April 11, 1992 and December 12, 1992. The gravity meter 
used was a Sodin thermostated meter readable to .01 milligals.

Bouguer Gravity was calculated using the 1924 international formula 
and tied to values published for OGS map #2321 by RS Middleton, 
OGS geoscience report # 135(1976).

Bouguer Gravity values are shown in milligals in figure one at a scale of 
1 to 2500 and contoured at 0.20 milligal intervals. Terrain confections 
for visible outcrops were not included in the Bouguer gravity values 
shown. Terrain corrections for the 30 metre high cliff at the site of 
reverse circulation drill hole JJ90-01 is approximately 0.20 milligals 
whereas the terrain corrections for bedrock depression areas are of the 
order of 1.0 to1.5 milligals. The terrain corrections used in interpreting 
the bedrock depression profiles were derived by successive 
approximations.

Bouguer gravity values shown assumed a bedrock density of 2.67 
grams per cc to correspond to RS Middteton's OGS map #2321. 
However, for terrain corrections computed for bedrock depression 
profiling a density of 3.0 grams per cc for bedrock and an overburden 
density of 2.1 grams per cc were used.

Interpretation is shown in figure 2 at a scale of 1 to 2500.

Dlscuslon
The gravity survey interpretation shown in figure 2 indicates a 60 metre, 
deep bedrock depression underlying the new grid baseline. The 
interpretation also shows a 60 metre deep depression coinciding with 
north south faulting which offsets the main structure 200 metres 
northward. It is believed by the writer that the indicated deep bedrock 
depressions were originally filled with Matheson till and later washed by 
late glacial water flow with minimum displacement of gravel sized 
clasts. This would explain the presence on John Jasperson's property 
of thick beds of sharp clean clast gravel encountered in overburden 
drilling.

Since locally derived glacial till tends to move along bedrock 
depressions, it is believed by the writer that the bedrock depressions
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shown in the interpretation (figure #2) will prove to be an aid in 
determining the up-ice source direction of gold grains encountered in 
overburden till sampling.

^^fUTtf^ll ICIf\MC 9 It fi PjU^-rf^KVMflftdM^tffl^^S^^yt^

A bedrock depression 60 metres deep underlying the new baseline was 
indicated by the gravity survey. The gravity survey also indicated a 60 
metredeep bedrock depression corresponding to a north-south striking 
fault close to the line between lots 4 4 5.

It is recommended that the bedrock depression indicated by the gravity 
survey be tested by 2 rotosonic drill holes, the first at 10 70 west 7 40 
north malartic hygrade grid and the second on the new baseline 100 
northwest. It is anticipated the depth to bedrock on the first hole is 90 
metres and the second hole 61 metres. Cost of rotosonic drilling is 
estimated at S20,000 and cost of processigei^nd assaying till is 
estimated S4,000.

Respectfully submitted, 

Jan. 26,1993

John T Ward, P.Eng.
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Mortimer Twp OPAP92 project #1

JT Ward and DA Ward NickelPGE Prospect Mortimer Twp.. Larder 
Lake Mining Division

Summary
This OPAP project is a joint venture between JT Ward and DA Ward 
consisting of 8 kilometres of line cutting, gravity, magnetics, verticil coil 
EM and detailed induced polarization covering a geophysicaly indicated 
zone of probable uttramafics corresponding to two regional gravity 
highs the order of 8 milligals and 10 milligaJs. It was demonstrated 
from this geophysical survey work completed in September to 
December 1992 that no ultramafics nor massive sulphides occur within 
500 meters of the surface of the tested area. It is therefore concluded 
that the regional gravity high of the test area is explained by the 
probable existence of a 300 mete, wide sulphide iron formation with top 
500 metres sub-surface. A 13 Siemen airborne input survey indicated 
conductor striking north 30 degrees west through the test area was 
demonstrated geophysicaly to be a 60 metip wide graphitic shear zone 
overlain by 75 metres of clay.

Property Description.
The property consists of 8 unpatented mining claims L1 091 789 - 92, 
L1 09794, L1 137340 - 41, staked and recorded in Decemeber 1990 by 
J Ward and D Ward to cover 2 regional gravity highs of 8 milligals and 
10 milligals respectively. Claim L1 190071 was staked in Sept. 1992 to 
cover the southern extension of the airborne input survey indicated 
conductor. During the 1990 OPAP prospecting season F Ellgring 
earned a 25*Xt interest in the property through an OPAP joint venture 
agreement D. Ward retains a S/0% interest and J Ward the remaining 

interest.

The property is accessable by automobile using the Abitibi pulp and 
paper public access road running northward from the municipality of 
Iroquois Falls. The 17 kilometre mile post lies within claim L1 091794.
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Geology and Property History
The host rocks of the property are high alumina basalts, alkali olivine 
basalts, and aphyirc thoJeittes extending eastward for several 
kilometres including gabbroic sills ranging in thickness from a few 
metres to a maximum of 20 metres. The densities of the encountered 
basaltic and gabbroic rocks all were found to lie in a narrow range of 
3.0 to 3.1 grams per cc. The densities of these observed rocks are 
insufficient to explain the magnitude of the regional gravity highs 
encountered on the property.

Lying less than 1 kilometre west of the property is a large area of calc- 
alkalic felsic intrusion extending across several townships. While 
prospecting in Newmarket Twp in 1990 J Ward encountered this 
intrusion in the form of megacrystic potassic granodiorite near highway 
11 and fine grained syenite in 1991 near its western boundary 
approximately 8 kilometres west of highway 11.

The eastern regional gravity high on the property was tested by 
diamond drilling by J Ward, D Ward and F Ellgring through OPAP 
1990 joint venture funding. A 50 metre wide gabbroic sill forming a 
bedrock high was encounterd, enclosed within sheared and 
metamorphosed basaltic flows. The peak of the eastern regional 
gravity high lying 200 metres further east of the drill test site was not 
drilled due to geophysically indicated prohibitive 90 met depth of 
overburden to bedrock. Sludge geochemistry while driving the 
diamond drill casing returned anomalous platinum and rutheiium till 
assays indicating a nearby up-ice source of PGE mineralization.

Line cutting
A new grid system was cut and chained with a 900 metre baseline
striking north 30 degrees west corresponding to regional strike of
magnetics and airborne input conductors. Nine cross lines were cut at
50 met** intervals and chained for a total of 7,250 metres of line
cutting.
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Magnetic Survey
Magnetic survey was performed by J Ward using a Geonics G486 
proton magnetometer with reading sensitivity 1 gamma absolute total 
field. Drift corrections were made corresponding to base station 
Scintrex MP2 magnetometer readings by D Ward. Magnetic readings 
were taken at 12.5 meter intervals along survey lines for a total of 6950 
meters ie, 580 stations including 6.2 meter detail.

Drift corrected total magnetic field values are shown in figure 1M at a 
scale of 1:2500 scale showing field strength values less 58,000 
gammas and contoured at 50 gamma intervals.

The main magnetic feature is a 300 gamma minor magnetic sulphide 
zone striking along the baseline. A broad 25 gamma magnetic low 
coincides with the major conductor striking across the property north 
30 degrees west. Weak magnetic highs of 200 to 300 gammas in the 
east half of the property correspond to diabase gabbro bedrock highs.

Gravity Survey
The gravity survey consisted of 7,250 metres of survey at 50 metre 
intervals with some 25 metr*. detail for a total of 160 stations. The 
gravity meter used was a Sodin thermostated gravity meter readable 
to 0.01 milligal. Optical leveling was performed using a Sokiska 
automatic level and a stadia rod with 1 cm graduations. Bouguer 
gravity was calculated to correspond to the OGS regional survey 
completed in 1989 using a bedrock density correction of 2.65 grams 
per cc. Levels were tied to Geodetic Survey of Canada monument # 
89U136 at the west end of the property. Calculated Bouguer gravity of
this project along with 1990 project values are shown in fig. 2M at a 
scale of 1:2500 and contoured at 0.50 milligal intervals.
A TO k./ow.eCr* f*~S Copier G-r**.^ profile patsi^ ftU yt f A* /voj^.r 

.f A/ *0'f I'f Pi-****/*^ iwx F '%- *WZA df .V 5C*.'t o^ 7 :7*0,000 
^*^*: O J- J-*-"**.^*- O- *^*VA.p OP*H* Bv"4**r*(;o*sity ctafe. A~*J 

v.tj, ^o^ OGS At*;o*2s-?4 "^ e.*~f'l'-f tf*,* fv+'f-f .

A 2 milligal gravity low coincides with the main conductor striking north 
30 degrees west across the property. This is interpreted to be 
explained by the presence of a graphitic shear zone underlying 75 
metre-s of clay.till overburden, and striking north 30 degrees west, 
dipping 60 degrees eastward.
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Regionaly the Bouguer gravity on the property is 15 milligals above the 
flanking felsics and granites in the area. 5 milligals of the 15 milligals is 
explained by the basaltic and gabbroic rocks of the property. No near 
surface explanation of the residual 8 to 10 milligal regional gravity high 
is evident in the present geophysical survey results. It is proposed by 
the writers J Ward and D Ward that the unaccounted for residual 8 to 
10 milligals is explainable by the possible presence of a 300 metre wide 
sulphide iron formation with top 500 metres sub-surface, centered in 
claim L1091791. Near surface and outcropping sulphide iron 
formations occur from 2 kilometres extending to 15 kilometres south 
east of the property. These have much smaller gravity signatures.

Vertical Coil EM
In September 1992 by a stroke of good luck an experimental vertical 
coil EM 1000 hertz unit designedly INCO with very tight frequency 
selectivity, became available for the project. Previously the noise from 
the power transmission lines passing through the west end of the 
property rendered available systems inoperable. With the new system 
4,825 metres were read at 25 metre intervals for a total of 200 dip 
angle readings including detail.

Surprisingly strong crossovers were obtained over a presumed 
graphitic shear zone burned under 75 metes of Abitibi clay till. The 
indicated conductor top is interpreted to lie 50 metres up-dip from the 
corresponding airborne INPUT anomalies. Strike is interpreted as 
north 30 degrees west with dip 60 degrees east. Width is interpreted 
as 60 metres and conductivity 0.1 to 0.2 Siemens per mettp on the 
basis of the INPUT survey conductor conductivity-thickness.

Minor dip angle responses occured over the weakly mineralized 
magnetic sulphide zone underlying the baseline.

Very weak dip angle results were obtained over the eastern regional 
gravity high of the property indicating a possible weakly conductive 
shear zone under approximately 100 metres of Abitibi clay till.
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Dip angle results in degrees are shown in map fig. M3 at a scale of 
1 :2500 with dip angles profiled at a scale of 1cm z 5 degrees.

IP Survey
6 days of IP detail surveying were performed using an Androtex IPR-6 
receiver and Huntec 2,500 watt model IIIA transmitter with a 2 second 
on off cycle. Extreme problems were encountered in locking into 
synchronization due to sensistivity to powerline noise in the sub-audio 
frequencies. To further complicate the situation, 75 meters of day till 
overburden was determined to overlie the main conductor being 
detailed. Dipole dipole was first used at A^25 metres, then AS50 
met "s with f^ 1 to 6. These spreads did not reach deeply enough to 
detect the underlying shear zone indicated by verticle coil EM and 
airborne INPUT. These spreads also were the maximum N 
performable under powerline noise.

Pole dipole and gradient array were then attempted to their maximum 
spread under powerline noise. Only the gradient array gave any hint of 
the presence of the underlying graphitic shear zone.

Locking into synchronization often took 3 minutes to 5 minutes and 
many times was lost during readings. This afforded technicaly 
interesting resistivity and chargeability data but disasterously meager 
production in 6 days of IP testing.

The 75 metres of Abitibi clay till was interpreted to have a resistivity of
/OO oJiwA-fnef"-^ -fat- t**. bottom JO v-*etrcJ A*\et 1 9 O !*MV

tap zs-**efv*s,iHtw, overlain by 2 metres of sphagnum peat with an 
interpreted resistivity of 100 ohm metres.

IP test results are shown in figs. 4MA in pseudo section and 4MB * 
4MC at scale 1:2500.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
It is concluded that the 14 Siemen airborne INPUT indicated conductor 
traversing the west half of the property is a 60 met. wide graphitic 
shear zone underlying 75 metres of Abitibi clay till. It is further 
concluded that the magnetic sulphide zone underlying the baseline is 
only very weakly conductive and therefore contains only minor 
sulphides. No other potential sulphide zones were indicated to lie 
within 500 metres of surface.

It was further concluded that a likely explanation of the 8 and 10 milligal 
residual regional Bouguer gravity highs underlying the west and east 
halves of the property would be the existence of a 300 meter wide 
sulphide iron formation zone with top 500 meters sub-surface and 
centered in claim L1091791.

It is recommended that no further exploration be done on this property 
until geophysical equipment suitable for prospecting 500 meters sub 
surface becomes available.

Respectfully submitted, 

Jan. 27, 1993

David A. Ward John T Ward, P. Eng.
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LO 255.J to Abitibi Eltctric Development Z o 

5F"eb 1932, coders Power Line

LO 5958 to Abitibi Power 8 Paper Co Ltd 
6 May )94d, covers HoiUav d Grovel Pit
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all Lakes and Rivers.
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